Abstract-A glia is a nervous cell existing in a brain. The brain is composed of the relationship with glias and neurons. By an ion concentration, the glia transmits signal to neurons and neighboring glias. In this study, we propose the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain which is inspired from features of the biological glia. We add the MLP to the positive and negative pulse glial chain. In the positive and negative pulse glial chain, the glias are connected to the neurons one by one. The glia generates pulse when the glia is excited by the connected neuron's output. If the connected neuron has large amount of output, the glia generates positive pulse. Moreover, if the connected neuron has small amount of output, the glia generates the negative pulse. The positive and negative pulse are propagated to the connected neuron and neighboring glias. We consider that the positive and negative pulse glial chain give the relationships of position of neurons in a same layer. By solving a Two-Spirals Problem (TSP), we confirm that the proposed MLP has better a learning performance and a generalization capability than the conventional MLP.
I. Introduction
Nervous cells compose a higher brain function. The nervous cells are divided into two kinds of cells which are neurons and glias. Many researchers have researched about biological features and its applications of the neurons. The neurons transmit electric signals to each other, its work composes the thinking, memories, and others. The glia had not been noted, because the activity of the glia in the brain could be not easily described. Thereby, this cell is known to statistic and support cell for a long time. However, some researchers discovered that the glias transmit signals by change of concentrations of several ions [1] . The glia has many receptors of ions which are an adenosine triphosphate (ATP), a glutamate acid (Glu), a calcium ion (Ca 2+ ), and so on, moreover, this cell generates Ca 2+ concentration wave [2] [3] . These ions are important for the brain works, actually, the neuron uses the ATP and the Glu in the gap junction [4] - [6] . We have noticed Ca 2+ , because Ca 2+ concentration wave influences the membrane potential of the neurons [7] [8] . Moreover, we consider that the features of glia can be applied to artificial neural networks.
Various kinds of artificial neural networks and its applications have been proposed. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which is proposed by D.E. Rumelhart is one of the artificial neural networks [9] . The MLP is composed of the layer of neurons. We can obtain the expectation relationships between inputs and outputs by tuning weights of connections. Back Propagation algorithm (BP) is often used to the tuning algorithm for the weight of connections. The MLP has the connections and the relationships between neurons in different layers. However, the neurons do not connect in a same layer. We noticed this fact and consider that we can give the relationships in the same layer by the network of glias.
In this study, we propose a MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain. The positive and negative pulse glial chain is inspired from the features of the biological glia. All glias one-by-one connect to the neurons in hidden layer and influence each other. When the neuron generates large output, the connecting glia is excited and generates positive pulse. When the neuron generates small output, the connecting glia is excited and generates negative pulse. The excitation glia generates pulse which influence neuron threshold and the excitation of neighboring glias. The output of glia is attenuated in an exponential fashion. Moreover, the glia has a period of inactivity. If the neighboring glia or the connected neuron affect the excitation glia, the glia cannot be excited again during the period of inactivity. We consider that the propagation of glias' pulses give the relationships of neurons in the same layer. We believe that the relationships of neurons in the same layer improve the MLP learning performance. By the computer simulation, we confirm that the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain has better learning performance than the conventional MLP.
II. Multi-Layer perceptron with positive and negative pulse glial chain The MLP is the most famous feed forward neural network. It is composed of the layers of neurons. We can change the output of the network by tuning the weights of connections between neurons. We often use the BP algorithm to decide of weights of connections. In the MLP, the neurons connect with other neurons in other layer. The MLP can be applied to a pattern classification, a pattern recognition, a data mining, and so on. However, it does not have relationships between neurons in the same layer. When we consider a biological system, the neuron works have existing the position relationship. We notice a glia and assume that the glia gives the position relationship to the neurons. We connect the glia to the neurons in the hidden layer which is shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. Glial pulse chain
The glia is one of nervous cells existing in a brain. For a long time, the glia had not been investigated in detail, because this cell was considered that it could not transmit signals similar to neurons. However, some researchers discovered that the glia transmits signal by several ions concentrations. The glia has many ion receptors, for example, ATP, Glu, GABA, Ca 2+ , and so on. These ions are used by the signal of neuron in the gap junction, thereby the glia is known that has relationships with neuron signals. We notice the Ca 2+ concentration, because the glia generate Ca 2+ concentration wave and it is propagated to wide range in the brain. Moreover, the Ca 2+ affects a membrane potential of the neuron. In this paper, we propose the positive and negative pulse glial chain which is inspired from the biological features of glia. The glias are connected to neurons one-by-one. When the connected neuron has a large output, the glia is excited and generates the positive pulse. When the connected neuron has a small output, the glia generates the negative pulse. The excitation glia generates the pulse. This pulse affects neighboring glias and the threshold of connected neuron. We show an example of propagation of glial effect in Fig. 2 . One neuron generates large output and excites the connecting glia. Next, the excitation glia generates pulse. After that, the pulse affects neighboring glias and the connected neuron. The glia which the pulse received is excited, and generate pulses. Then if the first excitation glia receive the large amount output of neuron, the glia cannot excite again. Because the glia has a period of inactivity. The glias repeat these works and propagate the glial effects.
The glia has two different states which are the positive response and the negative response. We define the output 
where ψ is an output of a glia, γ is an attenuated parameter, y is an output of a connected neuron, θ n is a glia threshold of excitation, θ g is a period of inactivity, and D is a delay time of a glial effect. Moreover, we define the output function as the negative response of the glia in Eq. (2).
The glia does not learn, it depend on the output of connected neurons. However, the neurons are learned by BP algorithm, thus the generation pattern of glia output can dynamically change during the learning. Figure 3 is an example of generation pulses as 10 glias. At first, the 4th glia, the 6th glia, and the 9th glia are excited by the connected neurons. There pulses propagate to neighboring glias. According to the passage of time, the generation pulse pattern is changed. Actually, the generation pulse pattern change from (a) to (b). Because the outputs of neurons are changed by the learning. We can say that the glial effect change the neurons threshold, thereby the glias influence the leaning of the MLP. 
B. Updating rule of neuron
The neuron has multi-inputs and single output. We can change the neuron output by the tuning the weights of connections. The standard updating rule of the neuron is defined by Eq. (3).
where y is an output of the neuron, w is a weight of connection, x is an input of the neuron, and θ is a threshold of neuron. Next, I show a proposed updating rule of the neuron. We add the glial effect to the threshold of neuron. This updating rule is used to neurons in the hidden layer. It is described by Eq. (4).
where α is a weight of the glial effect. We can change the glial effect by change of α. In this equation, the weight of connection and the threshold are changed by BP algorithm as same as the standard updating rule of the neuron. However, the glial effect is not changed. It is updated by Eq. (1). Equations. (3) and (4) are used a sigmoidal function to an activating function which is described by Eq. (5).
where a is an inner state.
III. Simulations
In this section, we show the experimental result. We use seven kinds of the MLPs for comparison of the performance.
(1) The conventional MLP (2) The MLP with random noise (3)
The MLP with random timing pulses (4)
The MLP with same timing pulses (5) The MLP with pulse glial chain (only propagation to one directions) (6) The MLP with pulse glial chain (7) The MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain. The MLP with random noise is given an uniformed random noise to the threshold of the neurons in the hidden layer. The MLP with random timing pulses receive the pulses at random timing to the the threshold of the neurons. In the MLP with random timing pulses, all glias are independent from other glias. The MLP with same timing pulses receive the pulse at same timing. The all glias are excited and generate pulses at same time. These pulses are given to the threshold of connected neurons at same time. In the MLP with pulse glial chain (only propagation to one directions), the glias can only propagate the pulses to one side. In the MLP with pulse glial chain, the glias have only positive response.
We use a Mean Square Error (MSE) to the error function. It is described by Eq. (6) .
where N is a number of learning data, T is a target value, and O is an output of MLP. We obtain results which are an average error, a minimum error, a maximum error, and a standard deviation of the results.
A. Simulation task
In this simulation, we use the Two Spirals Problem (TSP). The TSP is a famous benchmark of the artificial neural network [10] [11] . It is known to a high nonlinearly task. This task has the two different spiral points. The MLPs learn the classification of two spiral points. We use the two different tasks which spirals are composed of 98 points and 130 points. Figure 4 is two spirals for different number of points. The MLPs learn each coordinates of points. Moreover, we can obtain the generalization capability from solving the TSP. We input coordinates between 0 and 1 to the after learning MLP. We obtain the output of the network and can know that each coordinate fits into which spirals. Figure 5 shows that the ideal results of the classification of coordinates. We make the ideal classification result by calculation of norm between coordinates and spiral points. In this simulation, the MLP is composed of 2-40-1. We increase the number of neurons in the hidden layer. Because, the learning performance of the MLP is improved by the number of neurons. 
1) Spirals composed of 98 points:
First, we show the experimental result from the learning 98 points in Table I . The minimum error is similar value. From this result, every MLP can search the optimum solution. Thus, the average error shows the escaping performance from local minimum. The average error of the MLP with negative and positive pulse glial network is the best of all. When we compare the conventional MLP and proposed MLP, the proposed MLP has twice the learning performance. Next, we show that the statistic classification result in Table II . In this result, the average of error is the smallest when we use the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain. Generally, the generalization capability become weak when the MLP has over learning. The MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain has both the performance of function approximation and the performance of the generalization capability. From this result, the proposed MLP has an ability of searching global solution. Figure 6 is examples of the classification results. We show the near results of the average. The results of the MLP with pulse glial chain and the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain can represent the two spirals. However, the others become similar, and are cut a part of spirals. We can see that the boundary line of the spirals as the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain is smoother than the MLP with pulse glial chain. We consider that the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain has better classification ability than the MLP with pulse glial chain.
2) 130 spirals: In this section, we show that the result for the MLP learning spirals of 130 points. Table III is the experimental result of the MLPs. The results similar trend to the 98 points. The error average of the conventional MLP becomes large value. In the TSP, when the spirals points increase, the task become difficult. Thus, the conventional MLP is trapped local minimum. The noise is efficiency for the local minimum problem. The noise gives the energy to the MLP, and we believe that the MLP escapes from the local minimum. From this table, we can see that the noise pattern is important for the MLP learning. The noise patterns of (2), (3) and (4) is little efficiency for the learning performance in this simulation. All MLPs with pulse glial chain decrease the error. From this result, we consider that the relationship of position of neurons is important for the MLP learning. This because of that the MLP with pulse glial chain is better the learning performance than the MLP with pulse glial chain (only one direction). Moreover, in the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain, the glial effects are decomposed which are the positive part and the negative pulse part. We consider that the positive pulse part and the negative pulse part accentuate the relationship of positions of neurons. positive and negative pulse glial chain is the best of all. This error average is similar to the learning 98 points. Finally, we show the examples of classification results near the error average in Fig. 7 . The conventional MLP cannot represent the two spirals. Figures 7 (b) , (c) and (d) look like to represent the spirals. However, they are cut some parts of spirals. Figure 7 (e) is cut two parts of spirals. Figure 7 (f) is cut one part of spirals. We can see the two spirals in these two classification results. The MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain can almost represent the two spiral. This image is not cut any part. From this simulation, we consider that the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain has the highest generalization capability of all MLPs. 
IV. Conclusion
In this study, we have proposed the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain which is inspired from the feature of biological glia. We add the pulse glial chain to the neurons of the hidden layer in the MLP. In the positive and the negative pulse glial chain, the glia generates the pulse when the glia is excited by the connected neuron. The excitation glia generates the positive pulse when the connected neuron has the large output. The excitation glia generates the negative pulse when the connected neuron has the small output. We consider that the pulse glial chain gives the relationship of position of the connected neurons and that this relationship improves the MLP learning performance. By solving the TSP, we confirm that the MLP with positive and negative pulse glial chain has the high learning performance and the generalization capability. Moreover, it can clearly represent the two spirals.
